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Reverse Engineering a Regression Table

► Many students of social sciences/ researchers
react to statistics with fear

► That way they cut themselves off from a lot of 
scholarly or policy literature

► Most courses build from scratch (learning statistics
is a slow, cumulative process)

► For active skills this is unavoidable, for acquiring
passive reading skills in stats only to some extent
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Tito Boeri: Immigration to the Land of 
Redistribution, Economica (2010) 77, 651-

687

► The table comes from a journal article on the
relationship between immigration and the
welfare state

► A very important and controversial topic

► If you only rely on qualitative sources, you cut
yourself off a lot of valuable quantitative
information

► Or worse: you believe in it uncritically
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First steps

► What you see here is a typical if relatively short (!) 
example of a regression table

► A regression table often contains condensed
information about several statistical models or
estimations.

► In this case there are four regressions
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Basics

► A Regression is nothing else then identifying a 
trend line through a cloud of points

► It is a measure of linear association between
two or more variables

► There is a direction to it, often interpreted in a 
causal way

► (if A then B, with A as a so-called independent or
explaining IV and B as a so-called dependent/ explained
variable DV)
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A simple example: 

Folie 11Source: Biago Speciale Does Immigration affect public education expenditures? Journal of Public Economics 2012, 773-783

A time trend (IV)

DV: 

immigrant

share

Yearly observation



Findings

► In this case year is a predictor (IV) of the size of 
immigration (DV, measured as share of 
population)

► We see a rising trend

► But also that the points do not neatly follow the
trend (below and above for individual years)

► Year is therefore not necessarily a good predictor
(IV). 
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From graphics to numbers

► With more variables (IVs or even DVs), more
complex relationships (curves instead of lines etc.) 
a graphic approach is difficult

► The line can be expressed as mathematically: 
DV = a + b* IV 

► Here Immigrants‘ share = a + b* Year

► a is called a constant or intercept, b is called
slope (regression coefficient, or inclination of the
line)
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A simpler example: 

Folie 14Source: Biago Speciale Does Immigration affect public education expenditures? Journal of Public Economics 2012, 773-783

Slope, inclination

of line

a is here: 

where line

crosses y 

axis)

Immigrants‘ share = 6.2 + 0.0005*year

or 6.2 + 0.05*yearzero



Two questions:

► Regression analysis is often about the size of an 
effect as well as how well the effect can be
measured

► Size of the effect is mainly given by the slope: 
larger slopes measure larger effects (depending on 
the units)

► Precision is measured by how close points are to
regression line. 

► This is often interpreted as the likelihood that the effect
exists (levels of (un-)certainty or statistical
significance)
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Examples

Source: Gujarati 2004, p. 86



Interpretation

► The closer the points to the line the stronger the
precision of the effect (not its size)

► A related concept is correlation which measures
this (for more information see here)

► Try guess the correlation (website) to tune your
intuitions
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Back to Boeri

► In the table we see a DV relative skill ratio, i.e. 
how skilled immigrants are relative to native 
population

► Higher values imply higher skill ratio (i.e. 
immigrants are, on average and relative to
natives, better trained) (if value > 1)

► In the first regression we see only one IV: total 
social expenditure, i.e. the size of the welfare
state

► The idea is to see whether large welfare states
attract a lot of poor (rel. untrained) migrants
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Plotting this relationship
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RSR

Total Social Expenditure

a = 2.09
b = -0.085



Findings of Model 1

► The regression of the first model reads
RSR = 2.09-0.085*TotalSocialExpenditure

► We see that a higher expenditure levels lead to a 
lower skill ratio, i.e. immigrants with less training

► How big is the effect? Critique: the article does not 
discuss this and does not make it easy

► Probably: a 1 percentage point increase in expenditure
leads to a lower skill ratio of 0.1, i.e. less than comparing
the RSR for Austria (the only country in which migrants
are better skilled than natives 0.77) to the RSR for
Finland (a country in which migrants and natives are
roughly on par RSR = 1.03)
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How precise is this estimation?

► There are two ways: 

► Is the whole regression valid, i.e. do all IVs 
(including constant) together explain something?

► Is the regression slope valid, i.e. does the trend
say something interesting about the individual 
observations?
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Findings

► R2 measures how well the regression works in 
general (the amount of variation in the DV 
explained by the model) 

► 1 or 100% means perfect explanation, 0 means none

► Here R2 is 0.48 or 48%, i.e. slightly less than half.

► Judging the slope is trickier: in simple terms the
value in parenthesis often reports either the
standard error or the t statistics

► The standard error is often interpreted (somewhat
controversially) as how different the slope might look for
different samples: larger standard errors, relative to the
slope, mean less precision
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Continued

► The t statistics is (in this case) the ratio between
the slope and the standard error

► If the t value is large this means that the slope is
relatively large to the standard error

► Here the t value is -5.23. The slope is hence much larger 
than the standard error. The trend line seems to
approximate the individual observations well
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Statistical Significance

► The lazy reader tends to look at the asterisks *

► These imply levels of statistical significance

► In this case we see *** which translates into an error
probability of less than one percent

► Statistical significance is notoriously difficult to
define and rarely applied correctly.

► A sloppy, but often used interpretation is to
interpret the error probability as the likelihood of a 
none finding, i.e. how likely is it that there is no
relationship in the data

► Here it is very low, i.e. the finding is likely to be correct
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Cont.d

► Would go to far to discuss the ‚cult of statistical
significance‘ (Ziliak and McCloskey, see here) 

► But it is important to highlight: the certainty of an 
effect is often not the main interest of a policy
researcher

► The main interest is (usually) the size of the
effect

► Could well be that a finding is statistically significant, but 
practically irrelevant

► Here we have to judge ourselves: is -0.085 a lot or a 
little?
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Why several models?

► Very often researcher want to see whether their
finding is robust to the inclusion of other
(alternative) explanations, IVs (or, advanced: 
alternative modeling techniques)

► Models 2-4 report the same relationship, RSR with
expenditure, while adding more IV or changing the
DV (changes over time)

► Regional dummies further controls for differences
between regions (advanced: panel regression techniques)

► The main finding is relatively stable (both in its
size and statistical significance)
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Critical Interpretation

► What does this now mean? Is the magnet theory
of immigration correct?

► Regressions interpret relationships causally, but 
there is no way to proof causality once and for all 
(it is a theoretical concept)

► In particular, in this setup it is still possible that

► a) the causality is the reverse, more low-skill 
immigration leads to more expenditure, or

► b) spurious, i.e. there are other factors that explain both
immigration and social expenditure
(for instance richer countries tend to have larger welfare
states and better trained people. Migrants, naturally, will 
be less trained.)
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How to deal with this kind of information

► In social sciences there is no certain
knowledge: contexts may change, statistical
estimations are fallible, interpretation of results
can be difficult

► Regression results have to be read in this light: 
they give some, but fallible evidence for
empirical relationships, but they should not be the
final word

► In particular one would need to check carefully the
assumptions of regression analysis to see
whether the application makes sense or not
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Passive literacy

► For scientists mainly interested in passive literacy
some general remarks suffice

► One study is no study: compare with others. If results
differ a lot, or chosen method affects findings a lot, one
needs to be careful.

► Translating a question into measurement is always
imperfect: do the variables chosen correspond to the
claims of the paper?

► Does the article talk about the findings in both size and 
uncertainty?

► Does the article talk about limits of its findings? 
Especially, does the logic of samples and significance
testing make sense? (i.e. is the sample random?)
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Final Words

►Don‘t take any statistical finding for
granted!

►Don‘t reject all statistical findings

►Try to be capable of critically reading
results, even if you do not know the
details in each case.
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Feedback

►Thanks for the attention

►Please send me comments

► how this little presentation can be
improved

►Whether you would like to see similar
discussions for other statistical concepts

► Find me at @achkem on twitter or via 
email or my blog
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